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Abstract

Dense word embedding is the foundational001
model for the downstream NLP research. It002
encodes the meanings of words into low di-003
mensional vector spaces. Recent models with004
the start-of-the-art performances mostly adopt005
the contextualized word embeddings, which006
can distinguish the various meanings of the007
words by their dynamic context. To impart the008
information of context to the static word em-009
beddings, we formulate 3 semantic relations:010
interchangeable, opposite and relative relation011
to find a sub-set of dimensions for interpret-012
ing the specific context. The experiment shows013
that the relations can be mined from fastText014
embedding.015

1 Introduction016

Words are the smallest elements of a language to017

express a practical meaning. Recently, various018

unsupervised language models are developed to019

yield a dense representation to capture the "word020

meaning", which is commonly referred to as word021

embeddings. The training procedure is guided by022

the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954) : A023

word is known by the company it keeps. Exist-024

ing unsupervised methods can be divided into two025

types: 1) Static Word Embeddings (SWE) map026

each word into a single vector, such as Word2Vec027

(Mikolov et al., 2013), Glove (Pennington et al.,028

2014) and fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017); 2)029

Contextualized Word Embeddings (CWE) rep-030

resent the words as vectors varying across extralin-031

guistic contexts, such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),032

BERT(Devlin et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al.,033

2019), etc. At present, nearly all the state-of-the-034

art models on many NLP tasks use CWE as the035

word representation, which has yielded significant036

improvement.037

The success of CWE suggests that the context is038

the key to understand the word meaning. However,039

how to access the meaning if the context is not040
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Figure 1: Top 10 most similar words of "good" and
"bad" from fastText embeddings. The weight of the
edge between two nodes is the cosine similarity.

accessible? For example, the meaning of "apple" 041

can be determined in the context of "Apple is an 042

edible fruit." or "Apple is a technology company." . 043

But if a single word "apple" is given, its meaning 044

is ambiguous. 045

In the embedding space, the cosine similarity is 046

a common method for approximating how similar 047

two word vectors are. As Fig. 1 shows, the top 10 048

similar words of "good" and "bad" from fastText 049

embeddings can reflect the obvious sentiment ori- 050

entation without any training of supervised tasks. 051

However, the most similar word pair (good, bad) 052

confuses the sentiment orientation. It is natural to 053

ask whether we can separate them in the SWE? 054

Actually, the similarity is a rather general and 055

vague concept. WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al., 056

2001) collected 353 word pairs into 6 types of 057

similar relations: synonym, antonym, hypernymy- 058

hyponym, sibling (terms with a common hyper- 059

nymy), part-of and topically related except the iden- 060

tical relation. The relations can’t reflect the context 061

similarity in the vector space of embeddings, so we 062

re-organize them into 3 types of semantic relations: 063

1. Interchangeable Relation. Higher similarity 064

score between two word embeddings essentially 065

indicates that the words are interchangeable under 066

more contexts. The context is their surrounding 067
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words, which is determined by the windows size of068

language model. Obviously, the words of synonym069

and antonym are often interchangeable.070

2. Opposite Relation. In some specific context,071

the antonym is not interchangeable, which will072

change the meaning of sentence.073

3. Relative Relation. The hypernymy and part-074

of relation can be regarded as the relative relation075

between a concept and another set of words.076

In this paper, we aim to impart the contextu-077

alization to static word embeddings. To explore078

the subset of dimensions, we formulate the above079

3 relations in the vector space of dimension, and080

make the similar words as the context. The experi-081

ments show that the relations have insight into the082

dynamic context of static embeddings.083

2 Methods084

The whole word embedding matrix is E ∈ Rn×d,085

where n is the size of vocabulary, d is the number086

of dimensions. Ei and Ej represent the vector of087

ith word and jth dimension respectively .088

The methods evaluate the relevance between089

each dimension and a set of similar words W ac-090

cording to the specific relation. The relevance score091

can be used to sort the dimensions to gain a dimen-092

sion subset D (|D| < d), where higher similarity093

under D means the more similar context to W .094

2.1 Interchangeable Relation095

In the vector space of embedding, the higher simi-096

larity means more interchangeable of the words. As097

Fig. 2 (a) shows, if the words in W are interchange-098

able, the values of each dimension are required to099

be close. To make the dimension be sensitive to the100

given words, the values are also required to be far101

from the mean value of the dimension. Thus, the102

interchangeable score of jth dimension is given in103

Eq. (1).104

SI(j) = |µW j − µEj | − σ2
W j (1)105

The difference between W j and Ej of the mean106

value reflects the degree of how the words are107

distinguished in the jth dimension of the vector108

space. The lower variance of W j leads to higher109

SO, which reflects the higher aggregation.110

2.2 Opposite Relation111

The opposite relation models the anatomy and the112

irrelevant words. In the vector space, the direc-113

tion of the word vectors should be opposite (cosine114

similarity is -1) and orthogonal (similarity is 0) as 115

Fig. 2 (b) shows. 116

Given two word sets with their embedding P 117

and N , the objective of SO is to increase the simi- 118

larity within P and N , and decrease the similarity 119

between P and N as Eq. (2), where g is a function 120

to count the number over the mean value as Eq. (3). 121

SO(j) =

∑|P |
i=1 g(P

j
i , j)

|P |
+ 1−

∑|N |
i=1 g(N

j
i , j)

|N |
(2) 122

g(x, j) =

{
1 for x ≥ µEj ,

0 otherwise,
(3) 123

2.3 Relative Relation 124

The success of word analogy test in Word2Vec 125

(Mikolov et al., 2013) has shown the word embed- 126

ding is able to capture the relative relation. In the 127

vector space, the relative relation between a con- 128

cept and a word set can be illustrated as Fig. 2 (c). 129

It can be viewed as the interchangeable relation 130

within the vector difference from the concept vec- 131

tor to other vectors. 132

Given the embeddings of a concept C and the rel- 133

ative words R, the relative score of each dimension 134

is given in Eq. (4), where the objective of SR is to 135

find the representative dimensions in the relative 136

vectors. 137

SR(j) = SI(C
j − µRj ) (4) 138

3 Experiments 139

3.1 Dataset 140

We use the fastText 1 as the static word embedding, 141

which is trained on wiki news and has 300 dimen- 142

sions. The embeddings are transformed that has 143

mean zero and standard deviation one. FastText 144

is a convenient tool to fine-tune the embeddings 145

on classification tasks (Joulin et al., 2017), which 146

can be regarded as the supervised human concepts 147

against the unsupervised language models. 148

The involved word sets contain: 149

1. Positive and Negative words. We choose 150

the top 100 similar words of "good" and "bad" 151

respectively, and classify them into two types ac- 152

cording to their average positive and negative score 153

1https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.
com/fasttext/vectors-english/
wiki-news-300d-1M.vec.zip
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Figure 2: The vectors in the embedding space, where d1 and d2 represent dimensions, and wn is words.
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Figure 3: The heat maps of top 10 dimensions on the 4
interchangeable word sets. We can observe that the sim-
ilar and slightly different distributions between positive
and negative can be captured.

provided by SentiWordNet (Taboada et al., 2011).154

Their embeddings are represented by P and N .155

2. Fruits, Vegetables and Big Technology156

Companies. We collect tens of entities for each157

category 2. Their embeddings are represented by158

F , V and T respectively.159

The vocabulary is listed in Appendix A. The160

complete code with illustrations is available online.161

3.2 Interchangeable Relation162

We only use P as the interchangeable word sets,163

and sort dimension by SI . The top 10 dimensions164

of P , N , F and T are illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows165

the similar distribution between P and N , and the166

difference of F and T are bigger.167

2https://www.englishclub.com/
vocabulary/food-vegetables.php

3.3 Opposite Relation 168

The P and N can be deemed as the antonym in 169

sentiment aspect to mine the opposite relation of 170

embeddings. We use 4 models for comparison: 1) 171

fastText use SO scores directly; 2) fine-tune the 172

fastText embeddings on IMDB review sentiment 173

classification data set 3; 3) re-train the fastText 174

embeddings from random start on IMDB; 4) svm 175

classifier uses the values of 300 dimensions as fea- 176

tures to classify the positive and negative words, 177

where its coefficient is the score of dimension. The 178

quality of the top k dimensions D selected by the 179

models is evaluated by the similarity between PD 180

and ND as Fig. 4 shows. 181

The obvious result is that the re-train model 182

makes all the 300 dimensions express the senti- 183

ment aspects, where the similarity is always less 184

than -0.2. The curve of fine-tune represents a reduc- 185

tion of similarity compare with the original fastText 186

embeddings. It shows that the sentimental concepts 187

have been injected into the embeddings. 188

Compare with the curves of fastText and svm, 189

we can find that SO is effective to the sentimental 190

dimensions, where the similarity of fastText comes 191

to 0 in top 50 against top 10 of svm. But the simi- 192

larity curve decreases when the k is above 200, it 193

shows the room for improvement of SO. 194

SentiWordNet also provides the sentimental po- 195

larity for each sense of words, we sum the polarities 196

of all senses as the polarity of a word. A experi- 197

ment is conducted to analyze the Pearson correla- 198

tion between the PK , NK and their corresponding 199

3http://ai.stanford.edu/~amaas/data/
sentiment/
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Figure 4: The similarity curves of the 4 models. The
x axis means the top k dimensions are involved to cal-
culate the cosine similarity. The y axis is the sum of
similarity between positive words and negative words.
The smaller values means the model is better.
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Figure 5: The y axis is recall index of the hypernymy
word according to the similarity matrix between full
word vectors and corresponding transformed vector of
a test word. The vector is f − µFK + w, where f is
the vector of "fruit", w is test word "plum" for fruits,
"zucchini" for vegetables, "Sony" for companies.

polarities in Appendix B, the result shows that the200

SO score can’t strongly reflect the polarity.201

3.4 Relative Relation202

We construct 3 hypernymy word sets, "fruit" as203

concept word and fruit words F , "vegetable" and204

vegetables V , "company" and big technology com-205

panies T . For each word set, we left a word to test206

the performance of SR score. The curves given in207

Fig. 5 shows that the effect depends on the hyper-208

nymy word. The fruits performs better than the209

vegetables and companies. The "company" is a210

less representative hypernymy word to the com-211

pany names.212

3.5 Discussion 213

For the word embeddings that are trained on large 214

data set, the values of all dimensions correspond to 215

normal distribution. Therefore, the words that have 216

the biggest or smallest value are more distinguished 217

to emerge a certain semantics with less ambiguity. 218

In fastText embeddings, we can find that the dis- 219

tinguished words are dominated by the technical 220

terms, like "Fairchild", "synchrotron", "mammo- 221

gram". The fields include computer science, biol- 222

ogy, chemistry, economics, etc. The terms have less 223

noisy context than the daily words "apple", "bad" 224

with ambiguous sense. According to the observa- 225

tion, it maybe a more effective way to discriminate 226

the interchangeable words. 227

For the relative relations, a complex situation 228

is the hypernymy path in WordNet. It should be 229

further studied to trace the concept "apple" from 230

"edible fruit", "fruit , "plant", "object", and other 231

intermediate hypernymy to finally "entity". 232

4 Related Work 233

To interpret the dense word embeddings, the 234

non-negative matrix factorization is used to learn 235

a sparse and interpretable representation (Mur- 236

phy et al., 2012; Fyshe et al., 2014) on the co- 237

occurrence matrices. Another route is using sparse 238

coding techniques to project the dense vectors on 239

a sparse higher dimensional vector spaces. The 240

word intrusion test is introduced to evaluate the in- 241

terpretability of the obtained vector space (Chang 242

et al., 2009; Faruqui et al., 2015). Recently, the 243

semantic structure within the categorized words, 244

like the hypernym in HyperLex (Vulić et al., 2016), 245

are used to interpret the dimensions. And a larger 246

category data set is introduced (Şenel et al., 2018), 247

where the experimental result shows the weak cor- 248

relation between categories and single dimension. 249

(Chersoni et al., 2021) decodes the brain-based se- 250

mantic features to interpret the embeddings. 251

5 Conclusion 252

We summarizes 3 relations between words, and 253

formulate them to find a sub set of dimensions. 254

The methods rely on a set of similar words instead 255

of contexts in the sentence, which can be viewed as 256

contextualization for the static word embeddings. 257

The experiments show the methods are effective 258

but still have room for improvement. Further, we 259

can extend the methods on the embeddings of sub- 260

words, and handle more complex situations. 261
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Positive: brilliant, solid, interesting, satisfactory, 348
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Negative: ghastly, appalling, strange, fun, un- 359

healthy, careless, dirty, weak, rotten, wrong, hope- 360

less, dreadful, depressing, evil, unhappy, trou- 361

blesome, dangerous, harmful, silly, worst, bad, 362

strong, plenty, unfortunate, awful, serious, suffi- 363

cient, undesirable, little, sour, sloppy, disgusting, 364

crazy, nasty, abominable, sad, atrocious, lousy, 365

faulty, disappointing, hideous, miserable, mis- 366

guided, tough, worse, plentiful, simple, wicked, 367
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Figure 6: The Pearson correlation coefficient between
the 2-norm of top k dimensions vectors and its sentiment
polarity.

deplorable, ugly, horrid, stupid, unpleasant, indif-368

ferent, funny, mediocre, poor, terrific369

Fruits: apple, avocado, banana, cherry, coconut,370

orange, pear, grape, lemon, kiwi, plum371

Vegetables: artichoke, asparagus, beetroot, broc-372

coli, cabbage, carrot, cauliflower, celery, cucumber,373

eggplant, garlic, lettuce, mushrooms, onion, peas,374

potato, pumpkin, spinach, turnip, yam, zucchini375

Big Technology Companies: Google, Face-376

book, Microsoft, Netflix, Twitter, Snap, Uber, Ama-377

zon, Apple, Sony378

B Sentiment Polarity379

Fig. 6 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient380

between the 2-norm of top k dimensions and the381

polarity value, which is calculated as the square382

root of the inner product of vector with itself. Both383

the curves of SO and svm are less than 0.5, which384

shows the weak relevance between the embeddings385

and polarity.386
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